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Joint Work with Babur De los Santos 
& Matthijs R. Wildenbeest

• “The Evolution of Product Search”
• “What’s in a Name? The Effects of 

Prominence on Retailer Traffic from  
Search Engines”

• “Estimating the Effects of Brand Equity 
on Consumer Behavior at Search 
Engines”



Recent Theoretical Work Suggests 
“Prominence” Impacts Competition 
in Search Markets

• Arbatskaya (Rand 2007)
• Armstrong, Vickers and Zhou (Rand, 

2009)
• Armstrong and Zhou (EJ, 2011)



This Talk
• How “prominence” impacts the organic 

clicks retailers get from product searches 
at search engines
– Position prominence
– Name prominence

• Example: Google the search phrase “best 
selling managerial economics textbook”



Google Search Results



Paid Results



Organic Results



Most Prominent Organic Result?



Lots of Evidence That Position 
Matters
• Offline markets (yellow pages, voting, 

academic citations, etc.)
– De los Santos & Koulayev (2012)

• Online markets (price comparison sites, 
paid ads at search engines, etc.)
– Brynjolfsson et al., 2010; Ghose and 

Yang (2009); Baye et al. (2009)



Example: Screen Position and Clicks 
at Kelkoo.com (Baye et al., 2009)



Ways Retailers Influence The 
Prominence of Their Names
• Investments in brand awareness and name 

recognition
– Traditional (TV, radio, print) and online 

advertising
• Build customer-centric websites and distribution 

networks
– Product breadth and depth
– Shopping experience

• Investments in reputation
– Prices, quality, shipping, returns policy

• Blend of all these and other investments



Why It’s Hard to Measure the 
Prominence of a Retailer’s Name
• Multi-dimensional nature of investments
• Thorny stock/flow issues
• Typically requires time-series data that 

are often unavailable
– Many online retailers are not publically 

traded and don’t disclose information
– Publically traded retailers don’t 

disclose all relevant information



Our Measure: Number of “Name 
Searches” on a Search Engine
• Name Search: Search phrase that includes the 

name of the retailer, including misspellings:
– “Buy camera at Amazon”
– “Amazon.com”
– “www.Amazon.com”
– “Amazn”

• Count a name search when consumers click on 
results page to the named site.

• Interpret as measuring brand awareness/equity, 
name recognition, or “name prominence”



Example: Selected Search Terms 
Leading Users from Google to 
Amazon



Name Searches and Net Organic 
Searches, Selected Retailers



Advantages of Our Proposed 
Measure of Name Prominence
• Measurable
• Embodies the “effective quality” of all 

investments by retailers to create brand 
awareness (consumer preferences)

• Represents the stock of name 
prominence



Smell Test: Does the Measure Work?

• Independent measure of “prominence” of 
universities: 
– U.S. News and World Report rankings 

of top 100 universities
• Used comScore data to measure number 

of name searches on Google for top 20 
universities, second 20 universities, and 
so on)



Name Searches and University Rank



Three Datasets



Data Set 1: ComScore Search 
Planner
• Two million users in US, June 2012
• Search phrases leading users from 

search engines (Google, Bing) to 
different sites

• Number of organic clicks each site gets 
from results pages based on each search 
phrase



Data Set 2: Internet Retailer
• Top 500 internet retailers

– Amazon/Zappos; Sears/Kenmore, etc.
• Matched these with 759 retail sites tracked by 

comScore
• Identifies retailer category (15 categories such 

as apparel/accessories, office supplies, etc.)
• Whether site has presence on a social network 

site (Facebook/Twitter)
• Age of site
• Whether company is “Web Only” or also has 

brick-and-mortar presence



Data Set 3: Position Data
• Collected using program we wrote in 

Java
• 5,549 distinct search phrases in 

comScore data led users to the 759 sites
• Queried Google and Bing with each 

phrase, extracted
– Each retailer’s organic results position 
– Whether retailer had a first-page ad 

based on each distinct search phrase



Key Variables
• Net Organic Clicks

– Retailer’s total organic clicks minus its organic 
clicks from name searches

• Position: Bins for retailer’s average screen position
• Name Recognition: Bins for total number of name 

searches
• Ads: Number of times a retailer’s ad was on page 1 

of search results 
• Social Network Presence (indicator)
• Retailer Age (years)
• Web Only (indicator)



Summary of Baseline Results
• Position and name prominence important
• Position effects overstated if ignore name 

prominence
• Ads enhance organic clicks
• Robust to including other potential 

controls





Potential Worries With Baseline 
Results
• Measure of name prominence (name clicks at 

Google) potentially correlated with errors
– Show results robust to using name clicks at Bing 

as measure of name prominence
• Name prominence measure includes “buy camera at 

amazon.com” rather than pure “navigational” 
searches
– Show results robust to more narrow definition of 

name search
• Use of bins might “mask” importance of being on 

page 1
– Show results robust to using number of results on 

page 1 rather than bins



Principle Worry: Endogeneity of 
Position and Ads
• Search engines have incentives to provide users 

with organic results and ads that are “relevant”
• Position & ads may depend on past clicks

– OK if predetermined at time of actual clicks, 
but engines continually refine algorithms

• Position & ads on Google may be correlated 
with error in regression
– Use position and ads on Bing as instruments 

for position and ads on Google

























Total Effect of Name Prominence 
on Clicks
• Firms with more prominent names get more 

clicks; ultimately translates into better 
positions

• Effects of retailer investment in name 
recognition:
– Direct effect: For a given position, more 

prominent retailers get more clicks
– Indirect effect: More prominent retailers 

get better positions, leading to an 
additional clicks



Screen Position & Name 
Recognition



Unpacking the Effects of Name 
Prominence on Clicks
• Residualized regressions

– Step 1: Regress position on name 
recognition; residual captures non-
name determinants of position

– Step 2: Regress clicks on residual and 
other controls 

• Use both OLS as well as IV to control for 
potential endogeneity



Direct and Total Effects of Name 
Recognition



Other Robustness Checks
• Replicated the above analysis using 

search results at Bing rather than Google
– Qualitatively similar results

• Disaggregated results by search term
– Corrections for Censoring
– Corrections for Endogeneity



Summing Up
• Name searches are a potentially useful 

measure of the “prominence” of retailer 
names

• Name and position prominence are both 
important determinants of clicks

• Magnitude of name effects greater than 
position effects when one accounts for 
– Endogeneity of positions and ads
– Indirect effects of name prominence




